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 29.	It goes on :  " But, even to-day the number of
" towns with a water-supply system    (viz.  fifteen
" including three -which have adopted it since 1921)
" is a very small proportion not only of the total
" number of towns  in the provinces but even of
" municipalities."    I read in this book that hi these
municipalities   you   have  three  million  people ?	
 30.	As we have been told, there are 85 munici
palities, but at present a water-supply system is to
be found, apparently, in 15 only ?—Yes.
 31.	Then you go on dealing with it, and there is
some rather disturbing matter at the bottom of that
page: ," In Benares there is no reliable plan of the
" distribution system and out of the twelve thousand
" odd unmetred connections nothing is known of more
" than two-thirds except that they exist " ?—That is
the fact at present.
 32.	It must be extremely difficult to gather the
water-rate, then ?—It is.
 33.	On'the other hand, I think one ought, if one
wants a perfectly fair picture, to turn to page 457*,
•where there is a very encouraging statement about
electric street-lighting:   "In the matter of electric
' street-lighting thes % provinces have recently made ' rapid progress. Including six towns which adopted ' electric 'lighting since January 1, 1921, there are ' at present eleven, the lighting arrangements of ' which- are satisfactory." Can you tell us in a sentence or two what you think would be a fair view on those two matters, the progress that has been made on the one hand in regard to water-supply and on the other in regard to electric lighting ?—The progress is not really more rapid in electric lighting than in water-supply. In both cases the Government axe taking an active part in encouraging boards to have electric light and waterworks. We have recently-turned our attention to the towns of moderate size, between 20,000 and 40,000 population. We have put schemes before them for their consideration, giving them a general idea of how they might have waterworks and how they might finance them. Several towns have, without the stimulus from Government, themselves proposed the establishment of waterworks. The difficulty has been a financial difficulty. It is more generally understood, I think, by the population that they should pay for electric light than that they should pay for water. There is no particular objection to paying a special charge for electric light supplied by the municipality, and consequently the electric light schemes finance themselves from the very beginning. The Government provides a loan, and there is no real financial obstacle to the introduction of those schemes. The introduction of a waterworks system is obstructed by the difficulty of having to impose a water-rate; they have to realise by taxation some kind of return for the charges on capital expenditure and the maintenance charges of the waterworks. That results in the fact that no proposal comes up to the Government from a municipal board for waterworks which does not ask for a grant of, as a rule, half the capital cost of establishing the waterworks. It is not always financially possible ta make that grant, and consequently the actual progress in the development of waterworks is slower than it is likely to be. in the case of electric light works.
 34.	I   see.    You   have   mentioned   the   financial
difficulty.   So far as regards assistance from provincial
funds for capital expenditure like the establishment
of waterworks, or of other capital works, is it custo
mary in this province to grant from provincial funds
a "substantial percentage of the cost ?—No, there is
no definite percentage.    I could hardly say there was
a customary percentage.	.
 35.	The Government does try to help, does it ?—
The Government tries to help.
 36.	Let us pass for a moment from the capital
expenditure in municipalities to the current expenses.
I read at the bottom of page 450* a very striking
 thing, namely, that as far as municipalities go grants-in-aid from provincial revenue are almost negligible ?—Yes.
 37.	On the other hand, in the district boards 1
gather you get a very large percentage, altogether
something like 40  per cent. ?—Yes.    That is  ex
plained, I think, in the memorandum by the different
nature of the functions of the municipalities and of
the district boards.
 38.	I do not entirely understand it.    The munici
palities have got their duties in regard to education
as well as the district boards, have they not ?—Part
of the educational work inside a municipality is in
charge of the district board.
 39.	Now I do not want to delay, because others
have questions to put, and we are only just clarifying
and picking out things, having studied this document
and digested it;  but on page 473* there is a passage
headed " Conclusions as far as the municipal boardsr
are concerned.''    It begins by dealing with some of the
larger municipalities ;   it speaks, for example, of the
good  position  held  by   Cawnpore  owing  to   good
administration, and refers also to some other large
municipalities.    Then it goes on to deal with the
smaller  municipalities  in  para. 325,  and  the  con
clusion in  para.   326  on  page 474*  is   what   one
would expect, that the majority may be regarded as
lying between the best and the worst, as majorities
usually do ?—Yes.
 40.	And I see you say that it shows that there is
at any rate something in which the East is like the
West:    " The . average   board,   while   desirous   of
" progress, is not equally desirous of paying for it " ?
—Yes.    That I have explained in the case of the
waterworks.    We hope by our waterworks proposal
to   test the   boards'   readiness  to   pay   for   their
progress.
 41.	I  will  ask  you  about  central  control  in  a
moment, but let us just take the next compartment,
which is the district boards.    I am passing immedi
ately to page 481*. because I want a few correspond
ing facts.    First of all, I read on page 481* that there
are 48 district Boards ?—Yes.
 42.	May I put a point that strikes me rather ?
Here you have 48 district boards and 85 munici
palities ;   that is a total of 133 bodies.    How far is
the department at headquarters provided with a staff
that can really survey the work of a§ many as 133
bodies ?—In my own personal opinion it is entirely
inadequate to supervise sufficiently closely the affairs
of so many bodies.
 43.	If we may have regard to the experience and
the methods that prevail in some other parts of the
,world, local self-government and local responsibility
are  by  no   means  inconsistent  with  the  effective
survey and the occasional control or stimulus of the
central authority;   I am sure you will agree about
that ?—-Yes.

 44.	One is interested to see how far, in the present
system, the central department is really so organised
that it can do that.    You do not think you have a
sufficient staff, I gather ?—I do not think the staff is
sufficient.
 45.	Do you mind telling me who does it.    I mean,
of course,  apart from the minister ?—The actual
staff at headquarters consists of two officers under
the minister, one secretary and one under-secretary,
who is a member of the provincial service.
 46.	They are yourself and another gentleman ?—
Yes, that is the headquarters staff.
 47.	Do you have a staff of inspectors ? what we
should   call   local   government    inspectors ?—Not
directly under the Ministry.   The functions of in
spection 'are exercised to some extent by the local
district magistrates, and by the eommissio<ners, who
are in charge of the divisions.   They supplement the
headquarters staff in  their general control of the
' boards,
48   Now just let me get the corresponding facts in connection with the district boards which I had

